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Abstract: The cutoff frequency of single mode, dispersion and loss of a novel terahertz polyethylene

photonic crystal fiber with triangle core were investigated by using the full鄄vector finite element method

(FEM). The results show that the terahertz frequency range of the single鄄mode is tailored by the cladding

pitch, cladding air hole and core air hole diameters. 0.1 -5 THz broadband single鄄mode transmission is

obtained and waveguide dispersion is limited in 依0.5 ps/(nm窑km) for wavelength of 60-450 滋m, and the

transmission loss is 2.67 dB/m at 2.8 THz.
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聚乙烯三角芯光子晶体光纤的太赫兹波传输研究
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摘 要院 利用全矢量有限元法，研究了一种新型三角芯聚乙烯太赫兹光子晶体光纤，对单模截止频

率，色散和损耗进行了数值模拟。结果表明单模传输太赫兹频率范围可通过包层节距、包层空气孔直

径和纤芯空气孔直径调节。在波长 60~450 滋m范围内，可以获得 0.1~5 THz 的宽频带单模传输，波导

色散值可以控制在依0.5 ps/(nm窑km)。在 2.8 THz频率处传输损耗可以低至 2.67 dB/m。
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0 Introduction

Terahertz (THz) radiation with frequencies from

0.1 to 10 THz has potential applications, such as short

distance communication network, ultra broadband

terahertz radar and secure communication [1-2]. A new

research topic, microwave photonics, therefore, has

been emerging rapidly under this background in recent

years. With rapid development of the research on the

THz radiation sources and detectors, there is also a

high demand for developing relevant THz

transmission鄄based optic components[3-4]. More recently,

photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) have attracted much

attention of researchers due to its large effective area,

anomalous dispersion, high鄄birefringence and endless

single mode [5-6] . So far most silica PCFs have been

fabricated due to their applications in optical domain.

However, the material loss of silica is prohibitively

high at THz frequencies. Thus, for THz applications,

low loss materials such as plastics need to be used[7-10].

In recent years, THz wave transmission

characteristics of PCF have been extensively studied.

In 2002, Han et al[11] demonstrated the efficient guided鄄

wave propagation of THz pulses within the bandwidth

of 0.1-3 THz and the loss and GVD were measured to

be less than 0.5 cm-1 and -0.3 ps/THz窑cm at 0.6 THz,

respectively. Daniel et al [12] reported a 2-D photonic

crystal waveguide with strong pass bands in the THz

frequency range and the measured dispersion

characteristics of the waveguide were discussed. K.

Nielsen et al [ 13] designed and produced the photonic

crystal waveguide with zero dispersion at the vicinity

of 0.6 THz. In 2012, Arti Afrawak et al[14] proposed a

equiangular spiral structure with low bending loss of

10 dB/cm. With the development of THz technology, it

is important to design the terahertz photonic crystal

fibers (THz-PCFs) which can be not only the single-

mode transmission, but also with low loss and low

dispersion.

Compared to the conventional photonic crystal

fibers, Triangle Core PCFs possess many unique

properties such as unprecedented dispersion control,

lower loss and high nonlinearity [15] . In this paper , a

THz - PCF with three small air holes equilateral

triangle core is proposed. Not only the light has better

confined in the structure, but also it has more tailorable

parameters to achieve single鄄mode transmission, and

wide band single鄄mode transmission, ultra low loss

and waveguide dispersion can be obtained in the THz

waveband. The work may be helpful for broadband

application and the next generation communication

technology of terahertz wave.

1 Structure and theory

The cross鄄section of the proposed THz -PCF is

shown in Fig.1. The cladding is made of a hexagon

lattice structure. The core region is introduced into

three small air holes forming an equilateral triangle.

The diameter of air holes in the cladding is d1, the

diameter of small air holes in the core is d2, and the

distance a between the air holes in triangle core is

500 滋m. The pitch of the PCF is . The matrix

materials of PCF is polyethylene.

Fig.1 Cross鄄section of the designed terahertz photonic crystal fiber

with triangle core

According to effective index method, the

normalized frequency can be expressed as[16]

V=(2仔 / )(n
2

core -n
2

clad )
1/2 (1)

where is the radius of the core, ncore is the refractive

index of the core, nclad is the refractive index of the

cladding. V抑2.405 is the first zero of Bessel function
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in traditional step鄄index fiber, only when V <2.405

optical fibers can operate in single鄄mode. In the PCF the

core index is greater than the average index of the

cladding because of the air holes in cladding, and single

mode transmission must satisfy the condition[17-20]:

kn0跃 跃 FSM (2)

where k =2仔/ , n0 is the index of polyethylene, and

FSM is the propagation constant of the fundamental

space鄄filling mode (FSM). The FSM is the

fundamental mode of the infinite photonic crystal

cladding if the core is absent. If the value of is less

than FSM, light is radiated, thus FSM is the maximum

allowed in the cladding. So an effective normalized

frequency Veff can be defined for the PCF:

Veff=(2仔 / )(n
2

0 -n
2

eff )
1/2 (3)

where is the equivalent radius of the core, neff is the

equivalent index of the cladding which identify the

cladding the maximum fill rates (neff= FSM/k).

The total dispersion of the fiber is the sum of

material dispersion and waveguide dispersion. But the

material dispersion of polyethylene is near zero and

can be neglected, so only waveguide dispersion is

taken into account. Waveguide dispersion of single

mode optical fiber can be expressed as[21]:

D=-
c

鄣2|Re(neff)|
鄣 2

(4)

where c represents the speed of light in a vacuum,

Re(neff) is real part of the effective index.

For the conventional optical fiber, the propagation

loss indicates the degree of attenuation of light waves

in optical fiber which can be expressed as[22]:

Ltot=Labs+Lcon (5)

where Ltot is the total transmission losses, Labs and Lcon

are the absorption loss and confinement loss. The loss

can be expressed as

L= 20
In10

2仔 Im(neff) (6)

where is transmitted wavelength. Im(neff) is imaginary

part of the effective index. The plural propagation

constant can be calculated by setting a PML boundary

condition, then the confinement loss can be achieved.

The absorption loss can be achieved by setting zero

boundary condition[23-24].

2 Results and discussions

2.1 Single鄄mode cutoff frequency

THz wave frequency range is between 0.1 THz

to 10 THz, in order to achieve the single鄄mode

transmission in terahertz band, the structure parameters

can be optimized by adjusting the cladding pitch,

cladding air hole and core air hole diameters to make

single鄄mode transmission range as large as possible.

Setting is 400 滋m, d2 is 60 滋m, and d1 is 100,

200 and 300 滋m separately, the relationship between

Veff and frequency is shown in Fig.2 (a) . It can be

seen that the cut鄄off frequency increases as the

diameter of cladding air holes decreases. Due to the

increase of d1, d1/ increases as well, the

corresponding effective refractive index of cladding

decreases as the normalized frequency increases, the

range of single mode cutoff frequency decreases.

Setting is 400 滋m, d1 is 200 滋m and d2 is 40, 120

and 200 滋m separately, the curves of Veff and

frequency is shown in Fig.2(b). As can be seen from

Fig.2(b), the cut鄄off frequency of terahertz photonic

crystal fiber increases as the diameter of core air hole

decreases.

Fig.2 Veff varies with different (a) d1 and (b) d2 while keeping

as constant, (c) while keeping d1 and d2 as constant and

(d) of 400 滋m, d1 of 100 滋m, d2 of 40 滋m
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Setting d1 is 100 滋m, d2 is 60 滋m, is 100, 200

and 400 滋m separately, the relationship between Veff

and frequency is shown in Fig.2(c). It can be seen that

normalized frequency decreases with the pitch increase,

due to the pitch increases so as to d1/ decrease, and the

corresponding cladding effective refractive index

increases, the normalized frequency decreases, at last the

cutoff frequency shifts to high frequency band and

single mode cutoff frequency range is larger. In order

to achieve ultra low loss and dispersion, we set d1 is

100滋m, d2 is 40滋m and is 400 滋m. From Fig.2(d),

it is clear that THz-PCF can transmit single鄄mode in

the frequency range from 0.1 to 5 THz.

From above analysis, we can conclude that the

cut鄄off frequency is optimized by decreasing d1,

decreasing d2, and increasing . Thus, through

optimizing these parameters properly, wide band

single鄄mode transmission can be achieved. Moreover,

ultra low loss and waveguide dispersion also can be

achieved in the single mode transmission range as

discussed in the following sections.

2.2 Mode field distribution of fundamental mode

Only fundamental mode can be transmitted in

single鄄mode fibers, so the mode field distribution of

the fundamental mode and its magnitude of effective

mode area could demonstrate the properties of the

THz-PCF. Figure 3 shows the mode field distribution

of fundamental mode in single鄄mode transmission range.

In this figure, is 400滋m, d1 is 100滋m, d2 is 40滋m,

and the frequencies are 0.5, 1, 3, 5 THz separately. It

can be seen from Fig.3, the effective mode area of

fundamental mode decreases as the frequency increases,

Fig.3 Mode field distribution of fundamental mode at (a) 0.5 THz,

(b) 1 THz, (c) 3 THz and (d) 5 THz for the THz-PCF

and the mode field is confined to the triangle fiber

core in single鄄mode transmission frequency range.

Moreover, with the increase of frequency, the wave

energy is more obviously confined in the core region

of the three small air holes.

2.3 Waveguide dispersion and loss

Figure 4 and Fig.5 show the confinement loss

and absorption loss with the frequency variation. In

Fig.4, the curve depicts that the confinement loss

decreases as the frequency increasing. In Fig.5, the

curve indicates that the absorption loss gradually

increase and then smoothly tend to a constant as the

frequency increasing. In order to illustrate the

confinement loss and absorption loss for waveguide

transmission loss of the dominant, the total

transmission loss curve is plotted in Fig.6. As can be

seen from Fig.6, the total loss decreases gradually

when the frequency is less than 2.8 THz, and the

transmission loss is mainly affected by the confinement

loss; When the frequency is greater than 2.8 THz, the

total loss increases quickly, and the transmission loss

is mainly affected by the absorption loss. For low

frequency, the modal field mostly spreads in the fiber

cladding area. Due to the cladding air holes absorption,

loss is quite low in the THz waveband, so confinement

loss is more than absorption loss. For high frequency,

the model field is more confined in the core region.

The polyethylene absorption loss increases gradually

and more than confinement loss. Moreover, the total

loss is merely 2.67 dB/m at 2.8 THz. The result is
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reasonable and which have much wider low loss

single鄄mode bandwidth[25-26].

Fig.4 Confinement loss varies with frequency

Fig.5 Absorption loss varies with frequency

Fig.6 Total loss varies with frequency

Figure 7 describes the waveguide dispersion of the

Fig.7 Dispersion varies with different wavelength

wavelength from 60 to 600 滋m when is 400 滋m, d1

is 100 滋m, d2 is 40 滋m separately. As can be seen,

the dispersion increases gradually in short wavelength

and it reaches the peak value of 0.5 ps/(nm窑km) at

wavelength of 200 滋m. Then the dispersion decreases

at long wavelength and is limited in 依0.5 ps/(nm窑km)

at wavelength of 60 to 450 滋m.

3 Conclusion

In conclusion, a triangle core THz -PCF is

proposed by introducing an equilateral triangle array

of small air holes in the core region. The transmission

properties such as the single鄄mode cutoff frequency,

waveguide dispersion and transmission loss are studied

by the full鄄vector finite element method. Results

indicate that through optimizing the cladding the pitch,

cladding air hole and core air hole diameters, single鄄

mode transmission, ultra low loss and dispersion can

be achieved in the THz broadband. Moreover, the

waveguide dispersion can be limited in 依0.5 ps/(nm窑km)

for wavelength 60 to 450 滋m, and the transmission

loss is merely 2.67 dB/m at 2.8 THz. Meanwhile it

has more tailorable parameters to achieve single鄄mode

transmission and has a great significance in the further

research of high鄄speed wireless communication

technology of the next generation of terahertz wave.
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